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Assistant to the Company Directors 
 
 

Purpose of the Role 
 
Holiday at Home is excited to announce a new role for an experienced Personal Assistant to join 
our growing, family-run organisation, providing support to the two Directors, Will and 
Charlotte. The perfect applicant will be energetic and enthusiastic, able to work independently, 
adaptable, and have an interest in luxury travel and interior design. 
  
You need to be able to travel to the office near Richmond, North Yorkshire, albeit remote and 
flexible working hours is offered where possible. This role is approximately 16 hours a week, 
over 2-3 days a week. Travel between properties will be required from time to time. 
 
Responsibilities 
 
- To support with email correspondence, calls, and mail. 

- Diary management for the Directors, scheduling meetings, briefing on appointments, 
providing relevant papers and background information. 

- Type up meeting agendas, minutes, and follow up action points.  

- Draft, edit & proof appropriate documents and spreadsheets with direction from the 
Directors, including for business development, cost analysis, internal and external company 
correspondence, and to generally manage workload.  

- Support with property onboarding, conducting research, coordinating proposals, creating 
inspiration boards, compiling information for prospective clients, sourcing products, 
managing records, and signing off invoices. 

- Compile monthly statements for holiday lets including sales, commission, and recharges. 

- Liaise with suppliers, whether to carry out a procurement process, gather quotations or 
maintain contracts.  

- Assist with recruitment, including creating job adverts and carrying out telephone 
interviews. Assist with induction programs, ensuring that new starters are initiated 
correctly, and all training requirements are met. 

- Maintain filing systems for HR, Health & Safety records, and administration.  

 

Core Skills Required 

- Experience as a PA or administrator, possessing excellent written, interpersonal, and 
organisational skills. An ability to work professionally, methodically, and independently, 
using initiative in all areas of the role to prioritise and meet tight deadlines. 

- An ability to work within a small, close-knit team. 

- An ability to handle challenges with diplomacy, discretion and empathy. 

- Significant experience of Microsoft Office and ability to use other software.  
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Benefits: 

Competitive rate of pay, based on experience 

20-22 days holiday plus bank holidays + your birthday off pro rata  

Contributory pension scheme 

Training and development 

Non-contractual benefits 


